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From: PGL of MMM of London (editors@markprovinceoflondon.com)
To:

richard-criddle@rocketmail.com

Date: Sunday, 22 September 2019, 16:13 BST

September 2019
The PGM Writes...
Following on from my 'Welcome back' message
at the beginning of our season, here is my first
entry for the London Mallet. By the time this
goes to press there will have been a number of
Mark and RAM Lodge meetings and I hope the
Brethren who have attended enjoyed these and
are starting to get into the swing of things after
the summer break ... Read more
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Spirit of Rugby Lodge

Locomotion Lodge

The Spirit of Rugby Lodge of Mark Master

The Locomotion Lodge is all ready for the

Masons is planned to be consecrated on 2

off! The Consecration will be on 31 October,

November by the PGM. Please contact Kevin

and any Brother wishing to attned should

Hendle (Founding Secretary) if you would like

contact the Secretary should contact the

to be part of this new unit.

Founding Secretary.

Travelling Keystone

The 50/50 Club

The Provincial Travelling Keystone is an inter-

The 50/50 Club (formerly The 500 Club) is a

lodge visiting vessel, a rallying point and

great way to win cash prizes while at the same

symbol of fraternal goodwill - why not take part

time generating donations for our London

in the Keystone's journey and extend your

charities. You can read more about the rules

Masonic family. More information can be found

here, and download a joining form here. Good

here.

luck!

Wes & John interview
For quite a few years Wes Hollands and John
Ellis have been devoting a great deal of time
and commitment to furthering the continued
expansion of this wonderful Province of ours,
and it seems very fitting that they should both
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have been honoured with their appointment to
Assistant Provincial Grand Masters.
Those of you who know them will understand
that they have steadily worked both behind the
scenes as well as “front and centre” and bring
with them a vast amount of information.
They both took time out to complete a remote
interview with Chris James, which you can
read here.

PGM Launches a New Award
At the recent Royal Ark Mariner Assembly, the
Provincial Grand Master announced the
introduction of a new award - the "Olive Branch
Pin" - and is to be awarded to a Commander
who gives an excellent ceremony of Elevation.
The criteria for winning the award can be found
here.

Provincial End of Year Party
This year the organisers are laying on a
1920s/30s hot jazz and swing band, a 3-course
dinner, a Charleston dance class and a raffle
with terrific prizes. For more information and to
sign up for this fantastic event, the flyer and
booking form can be found here.

Provincial Burns Weekend
One of the highlights of the Provincial social
calendar is the Burns Weekend, running from
17-19 January 2020. This event always sells
out fast, so you need to be quick to book your
place. All the details you need can be found
here.
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Dates for your Diary
30 October: Provincial Grand Officers' Mess Annual Lunch
6 December: Provincial End of Year Party
17 - 19 January, 2020: Provincial Burns Weekend

You can keep up to date with all the News and Events from across the Province - including the
galleries containing pictures of all the Executive visits to our Lodges - by visiting the Provincial
website - http://www.markprovinceoflondon.com/

PGL of MMM of London
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